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The electric quadrupole interaction of191Pt (Ip  3y22; T1y2  2.9 d) in an Fe single crystal was
measured for magnetizationM parallel to the crystallographic [100], [110], and [111] axes. For
M k f111g and [110] the distribution of the electric field gradient (EFG) is relatively sharp. For
M k f100g the EFG distribution is by a factor of 2.8(6) broader than forM k f111g. Additional
data on Os, Re, Ir, and Au in Fe indicate that this behavior seems to be of general nature: In
all cases the EFG distribution forM k f100g is considerably broader than forM k f110g and [111].
[S0031-9007(98)08187-3]
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At the nuclear site of heavy impurities in the cubic ferro
magnetic host lattices Fe and Ni an electric field gradie
(EFG) exists in addition to the magnetic hyperfine fiel
There have been many investigations for the understa
ing of this EFG, both experimental [1–12] and theoretic
[5,13–16]. It was first observed by Aiga and Itoh with
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements on191Ir
and193Ir in polycrystalline Fe and Ni [1,5]. Shortly after-
wards it was confirmed by Mössbauer-effect measureme
on 193Ir in Fe and Ni [2,3]. For the system AuFe the EFG
could also be detected with spin echo measurements
197AuFe [8,9].

In principle, the EFG in a cubic ferromagnet can aris
from magnetostriction and from unquenched local m
ments. As the observed EFG’s are much larger than
EFG due to magnetostriction could be, it was early adopt
that the main source is the unquenched orbital moment
[13–15]. From theoretical calculations Demangeat [1
postulated that EFG’s originating from an unquenched o
bital momentum should strongly depend on the directio
of magnetization with respect to the crystallographic axe
Based on experimental results of NMR measurements
191,193Ir in Fe single crystals [5] and NMR on orientated
nuclei (NMR-ON) measurements on192Ir in a Ni single
crystal [4] it was concluded, however, that such a depe
dence does not exist. Another theoretical approach w
considered by Gehring and Williams [15]. In the gener
framework of their model, the EFG may, depending on th
relative sizes of spin-orbit coupling, the crystal field, an
the exchange splitting, depend on the direction of the ma
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netization with respect to the crystal axes, or not. Led
the experiments suggesting the EFG to be invariant, th
concluded that the effects of the crystal field can be n
glected, which leads to an invariant EFG.

Recent NMR-ON and modulated adiabatic fast pass
on oriented nuclei (MAPON) measurements onZ  77
188Ir in an Fe single crystal showed a strong depende
of the EFG on the direction of magnetization with respe
to the crystallographic axes [11]. In these experiments
special attention was directed to the widths of the EF
distributions, as there was no theoretical hint that the E
width could be directional dependent. The measured ra
Gsf100gdyGsf111gd  1.5s5d, showed, however, that the width
could be larger forM k f100g than forM k f111g. On the
other hand, these data were not conclusive because o
too large statistical error. Thus, it was concluded th
the EFG is sharp and that the distribution is introduced
the nonperfect surface quality of the used single crys
Subsequent MAPON measurements onZ  79 198Au in
Fe showed a similar crystallographic-direction depende
of the EFG [12]. Concerning the EFG widths, the rat
Gsf100gdyGsf111gd  1.4s4d again did not allow one to draw
strong conclusions.

In this Letter we show that, in contrast to77Ir and79Au,
the EFG ofZ  78 Pt in Fe has completely different fea
tures: For magnetization in the [111] and [110] directio
the EFG is relatively sharp with a unique negative sig
whereas for [100] the EFG is broadly distributed arou
an average value near zero. Such a behavior had not b
expected.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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In the case of a hyperfine interaction consisting of
magnetic dipole and an electric quadrupole interacti
(EQI) the resonance spectrum for NMR consists of a set
2I equidistant subresonances, whereI is the nuclear spin.
The quadrupole subresonance separationDnQ is given by

DnQ  3nQyf2Is2I 2 1dg , (1)

nQ  eQVzzyh , (2)

where nQ is the quadrupole interaction frequency,eQ
is the spectroscopic quadrupole moment, andVzz is the
principal component of the traceless EFG tensor.

In this work the techniques of adiabatic fast passage
oriented nuclei (AFP-ON) and MAPON were applied fo
precise measurements of the quadrupole interaction.
both methods the rf frequency is slowly and continuous
swept through the resonance conditions. The interact
with the nuclear spin system is detected via the anisotro
of g radiation emitted in the decay of low-temperatur
oriented nuclei.

With AFP-ON on a quadrupole split system, cycli
permutation of the sublevel populationsam is obtained.
For a quadrupole-split system with a unique sign of th
quadrupole splitting, the final state after an AFP pulse
strongly different for the two different rf sweep directions
The sublevel population of the first accessed sublevel
carried through to the last sublevel, and the remaining2I
populations are displaced one. This means that the sign
the quadrupole interaction can be determined with AF
ON. In addition, via the detailed analysis of the tim
dependence of theg anisotropy after AFP pulses for
both sweep directions, the fractional contributions of pos
tive and negative quadrupole splittings can be determin
uniquely.

The principle of MAPON is described in detail in
Refs. [17,18]. A MAPON pulse consists of a sequen
of two AFP pulses which are separated in frequency
Dn. As the influence of the MAPON pulse on the tim
evolution of the sublevel populations is different forDn .

DnQ andDn , DnQ, the distribution of the EQI can be
determined by differentiation of a MAPON spectrum (g

anisotropy as a function ofDn).
The single-crystal191PtFe sample was prepared as fol

lows: An Fe single-crystal slice was cut from a single
crystal rod, the surface normal being parallel to a [11
axis. The [100], [110], and [111] crystallographic axe
then lie in the plane of the surface of the sample. Thus,
rotating the crystal in its position at the cold finger of th
dilution refrigerator, the magnetization can be forced pa
allel to the [100], [110], and [111] axes with an externa
magnetic field. Much attention was paid to an extreme
high surface quality. Cleaning and characterization of t
surface were performed in a commercial VG ESCALA
200 UHV chamber. After mechanical polishing, the su
face was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar1 ion sputter-
ing at 300 and annealing at 830 K. The concentration
impurities and the ordering of the surface was controlle
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by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and low energy ele
tron diffraction. Radioactive191Hg was produced via the
sp, 3pxnd reaction on a liquid Pb lead target with the
1 GeV CERN PS-booster proton beam, and implanted in
the single crystal withE  60 keV at the mass separato
ISOLDE. The implanted nuclei (total number,1 3 1012;
size of the beam spot,1.5 3 3 mm2) are distributed
within a layer of,5 nm width in a depth of,25 nm un-
derneath the crystal surface. The impurity concentrati
in this layer is,0.05 at. %; i.e., the criteria for a dilute
alloy are well fulfilled. 191Pt is obtained as the daugh
ter isotope in the decay cascade191Hg sT1y2  0.8 hd !
191Au sT1y2  3.2 hd ! 191Pt sT1y2  2.9 dd. All mea-
surements were performed at millikelvin temperatures u
ing a 3He-4He–dilution refrigerator with a top-loading
facility. The final measurements presented here were p
formed after annealing at 1070 K.

MAPON measurements were performed forBext k
f100g (Bext  2 kG), [110] (Bext  3 kG), and [111]
(Bext  4 kG). In all cases the magnetization was full
aligned by the external magnetic field. The distribution
of the EQI as obtained from the MAPON spectra b
least-squaresfit are illustrated in Fig. 1. The “integral”
sign of the EQI was measured with AFP-ON (see below
it is positive in all three cases. The EQI distribution
as obtained from theleast-squaresfit imply that the

FIG. 1. Derivatives of the MAPON spectra for191PtFe which
represent the sign-independent distributions of the quadrup
splittings. The dashed lines represent the distributions of t
quadrupole splitting as obtained from the least-squares
The sign-independent distributions are obtained by adding
positive and negative contributions (full lines). The shade
areas indicate the contributions with negative sign.
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fractional contributions of negative quadrupole splitting
(shaded areas in Fig. 1) are 0.39(11), 0.13(5), and 0.08
for magnetization parallel to the [100], [110], and [111
directions, respectively. Whereas the measurements
Bext k f110g and [111] show almost the “normal” behav-
ior—a relatively sharp quadrupole interaction with uniqu
sign—the measurement forBext k f100g demonstrates
that in this case the EQI is given by a broad distribution
with positive and negative contributions.

The unexpected result on the large fractional contrib
tion of negative quadrupole splittings for the [100] direc
tion has been verified with AFP-ON measurements, whic
are shown in Fig. 2. The solid lines are the results of leas
squares fits in which the Korringa constantCK for the nu-
clear spin-lattice relaxation, the adiabatic parameterA for
the AFP inversion, and the fractional contributions of nega
tive quadrupole splittings were free parameters. The latt
were found to be 0.38(3), 0.09(3), and 0.04(3), for [100
[110], and [111], respectively. The excellent agreeme
with the MAPON results can be viewed as justificatio
for the EQI distribution used for the interpretation of the
MAPON spectra.

The EQI frequencies in the maximum of the distributio
are obtained bynQ  2DnQ for I  3y2. The final results

FIG. 2. AFP-ON spectra for191PtFe. The strongest asymme-
try between sweep-up and sweep-down occurs forM k f111g
due to the unique sign of all contributions to the quadrupo
interaction, which is positive. This asymmetry is reduced fo
M k f100g indicating a considerable amount of negative contr
butions to the quadrupole interaction. The theoretical curves
obtained from the least-squares fits describe the experimen
data perfectly.
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sf100gd
Q  10.25s9d MHz, n

sf110gd
Q  10.60s2d MHz,

and n
sf111gd
Q  10.72s2d MHz. (The result for n

sf100gd
Q

takes into account the ratio of positive and negative co
tributions obtained with AFP-ON.) TakingQs191Ptd 
20.87s4d b [19], the absolute values of the EFG in th
maximum of the distribution are20.012s4d, 20.029s2d,
and 20.035s2d 3 1017 Vycm2 for the [100], [110], and
[111] directions, respectively. These are illustrated
Fig. 3, together with the EFG’s for Re, Os, Ir, and Au i
Fe [11,12].

The width of the EFG distribution is 0.058(12), 0.037(4
and 0.021s2d 3 1017 Vycm2 for the [100], [110], and
[111] directions, respectively; i.e., the [100] width is b
a factor of 2.8(6) larger than the [111] width. This canno
be due to experimental reasons as the measurements w
performed on the same sample by just rotating the sin
crystal in its position on the cold finger of the cryostat.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of EFG widthsGsf100gdyGsf111gd

vs the EFG anisotropy for Re, Os, Ir, Pt, and Au in F
The following is evident: (i) The width forM k f100g is
larger than the width forM k f111g in all cases. Assuming
that the increase of the width is independent of the EF
anisotropy, we get as average valuekGsf100gdyGsf111gdl 
1.84s17d (dotted line; the shaded area represents 1 stand
deviation), which is different from 1.0 with statistica
significance. (ii) The increase of the [100] width might b
correlated with the EFG anisotropy (full curve in Fig. 4).

Concerning the EFG anisotropy (see Fig. 3) the fo
lowing is evident: The sign of the anisotropysV f100g

zz 2

V f111g
zz dyV f111g

zz is positive for Re, Os, Ir, and Au, whereas i
is negative for Pt. At present we can give no explanati
for the sign change for Pt. Within the theoretical calcu
lations of Refs. [5,13,15] there is no indication for such

FIG. 3. EFG of Os, Re, Ir, Pt, and Au in Fe forM k f100g,
[110], and [111].
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the EFG widthGsf100gdyGsf111gd vs EFG
anisotropyV sf100gd

zz yV sf111gd
zz 2 1.

sign change. In the framework of the theoretical models
Refs. [5,15] the spin-orbit EFG depends on the relative am
plitudes of the five wave functions of the5d electrons at the
impurity site (G3: x2 2 y2, 3z2 2 r2; G5: xy, yz, zx): For
degenerateG3 andG5 states, the EFG is isotropic; assum
ing that only theG5 states are relevant, an anisotropic EF
is expected, withsV f100g

zz 2 V f111g
zz dyV f111g

zz , 0 [5,15], i.e.,
opposite to the majority of the observed signs. In our opi
ion one of the most crucial deficiencies in the mentione
theoretical models could be the fact that the band stru
ture of5d electrons at the impurity site has been neglecte
completely.

The different widths of the EFG distribution forM k
f100g, [110], and [111] could also be connected with de
tails of the band structure. It cannot be due to [100]-lattic
defects—these would produce a broadening forM k f100g
which is not visible forM k f111g—since impurity nuclei
with a defect in the near neighborhood do not contribu
to the MAPON signal because of the different resonan
frequency with respect to nuclei with an undisturbed su
rounding. In principle, the EFG width could be connecte
with the following facts: The EFG’s of pureG3 and G5
states are of the order of1018 Vycm2, i.e., 2 orders of mag-
nitude larger than the observed EFG’s. The “small” a
tual EFG’s are due to the fact that large components w
positive and negative signs nearly cancel. For comple
quenching of the orbital momentum the amplitudes for th
different components are so that the resulting EFG is ze
The spin-orbit interaction lifts the degeneracy of the in
volved states, entailing a nonzero EFG. Thus, howev
small changes of the wave functions of the involved stat
may imply a relatively large variation of the EFG. Be
cause of the different elastic constants of the Fe lattice f
the [100] and [111] directions, (small) displacements of th
atoms from their ideal lattice positions—these could b
due to charge and/or spin density waves, possibly also d
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to a Jahn-Teller effect—are energetically favored alon
the [100], [010], and [001] directions. This would imply
a broadening of the EFG width forM k f100g, which, be-
cause of the magic angle of 55±, is invisible forM k f111g.

In summary, we have observed that the anisotropy o
the spin-orbit EFG of5d elements in Fe depends specifi-
cally on the properties of the probe atoms. Within the5d
series the EFG anisotropy changes sign for Pt. In additio
the width of the EFG distribution depends on the direc
tion of magnetization with respect to the crystallographi
axes. The anisotropy of the EFG width seems to be corr
lated with the EFG anisotropy. These findings cannot b
understood within the presently adopted theoretical mod
els. Our results should stimulate new theoretical work fo
the understanding of EFG’s in cubic ferromagnets, with
proper inclusion of the band structure at the impurity site
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